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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A network engineer needs to provide web server administrators with access to monitoring and reporting after
changing the default root password during the initial setup of the NetScaler. The engineer needs to ensure that the
administrators can perform this task. 

What should the engineer do in order to ensure that the administrators are able to log on to the NetScaler? 

A. Create a group. 

B. Create user accounts. 

C. Create an authorization policy. 

D. Create an authentication policy. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An engineer should use the filter (content filtering) feature to prevent __________ and __________. (Choose the two
correct options to complete the sentence.) 

A. the use of unauthorized HTTP methods 

B. a client from accessing a specific IP on the back-end 

C. inappropriate HTTP headers from being sent to your Web server 

D. inappropriate MSSQL commands from being sent to your SQL server 

E. a client from a specific VLAN ID to access resources on the NetScaler 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: A pair of NetScaler devices have recently been installed into the corporate DMZ. The Netscalers have been
installed in two-arm mode, with two interfaces in a Internet-facing VLAN and two interfaces in the internal VLAN. A
private management subnet also exists. 

The NetScaler engineer would like to secure and restrict communication between the management subnet and the
SNIP address on that subnet. 

Which two actions could the engineer take to help with these goals? (Choose two.) 

A. Apply an ACL on the specified SNIP. 

B. Remove the ACL list to the internal VLAN. 

C. Remove the NSIP address from the Netscaler. 
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D. Configure the SNIP with the -gui SECUREONLY option. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: A network engineer would like to prevent blacklisted remote clients from accessing NetScaler hosted
application services. An IP address blacklist database is maintained by an external company and available to query over
the Internet. 

The engineer would like to reject any connections from IP addresses that are contained in the blacklist. What could the
engineer configure to achieve this goal? 

A. SSL offload 

B. HTTP callout 

C. URL transformation 

D. SSL certification revocation list check 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: An engineer is configuring services to allow load balancing of backend web servers on the internal network.
The engineer bound multiple monitors to the first service, but notices that the service is reporting as DOWN. The
monitor threshold default has NOT been changed. 

What could be causing this issue? 

A. The service type is HTTP. 

B. One of the monitors\\' tests is failing. 

C. Some of the monitors have a higher weight. 

D. The monitors are both reporting an UP status. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An engineer has two NetScaler devices in two different datacenters and wants to create a high availability (HA) pair with
the two devices, even though they are on two different subnets. How can the engineer configure the HA Pair between
the two NetScaler devices? 

A. Configure StaySecondary on the second datacenter appliance. 

B. Ensure that INC mode is enabled during the creation of the HA Pair. 
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C. Enable the HAMonitors on all interfaces after the HA Pair has been created. 

D. Change the NSIP of the second appliance to be on the same subnet as the first appliance. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A network engineer is trying to read a nstrace from the NetScaler but can only see encrypted traffic. Which file(s) are
required to decrypt the network trace? 

A. The server certificate 

B. The servers root certificate 

C. The private key for the server certificate 

D. The private key for the server root certificate 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: A network engineer configured a new NetScaler MPX appliance without any VLANs and with a single
interface connected to the network. The engineer has not completed any other configurations. The interface is then
accidentally disabled and contact is lost with the appliance. 

Which two actions can the network engineer take to restore communications to the appliance? (Choose two.) 

A. Connect to the SNIP instead of the NSIP. 

B. Connect another of the unused interfaces. 

C. Use the serial port to connect and then bring the disabled interface online. 

D. Connect a crossover cable to port that has been disabled and connect to the NSIP. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Scenario: The NetScaler has connections to a large number of VPNs. The network engineer wants to minimize the
number of ARP requests. Which feature should the network engineer enable to minimize ARP requests? 

A. TCP Buffering 

B. Use Source IP 

C. Edge Configuration 

D. MAC based forwarding 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A NetScaler engineer generates a techsupport archive to be sent to Technical Support. Which three of the following
pieces of information will be included in the archive file? (Choose three.) 

A. Model Number 

B. SSL Private Keys 

C. Old Configuration Files 

D. Hardware Boot sequence 

E. Webpage Customizations 

F. Certificate Revocation List 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 11

A client is trying to reach a back-end server with an IP address of 10.192.31.5 given the following routing table: 

Which route would the NetScaler use for this client? 

A. 1 

B. 5 

C. 6 

D. 7 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 12

A public SSL certificate on a virtual server is about to expire and the NetScaler engineer needs to renew the certificate
before it expires. Which step must the engineer take to renew the SSL Certificate? 

A. Generate a new CSR 

B. Recreate the Private Keys 

C. Execute CRL Management 

D. Update the existing certificate 

Correct Answer: D 
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